as harsh and exacting as any that the State had known, and the hero's
aureole was fading fast from the Lord Andrea's head. Matters had
been brought to a climax by the French endeavour to build up ihe
port of Savona at the expense of Genoa. In this, if it were continued,
the Genoese foresaw their own inevitable ruin; and Dorla was being
held responsible for it, since the change of masters which produced
this threat had certainly been his work. Even the Fregosi, whom he
had set up, were in the swelling movement against him.
Thus threatened with the extinction of the credit upon which he-
depended, Dona sought refuge in proclaiming that France had broken
faith with him, and that he would quit the service of King Francis if
these wrongs were not righted.
Scipione wrote of these things in obvious malicious satisfaction,
and from the events he drew inferences \\hich, whilst dictated by the
same malice, were yet irresistible.
They explained, he thought, why instead of going, himself, to
Naples, Andrea Doria had sent his nephew Filippino. He was afraid
to leave Genoa at such a moment. He must remain, so that the
honesty of his intentions should appear, and so as to defend what was
left him of his reputation. Scipione accounted it certain that self-
defence must drive him the length of quitting French service. And
there were rumours, too, of personal grievances. It was said that
money was not forthcoming from King Francis. The knightly
monarch's ladies absorbed the gold that should have come to pay and
feed the troops. Doria, already heavily out of pocket and vainly
clamouring for arrears, was notoriously as implacable as any other
mercenary where money was concerned.
Scipione ventured the opinion that in this occasion, if properly
employed, lay the means to mend the Emperor's fortunes in Italy.
To extricate himself from his present difficulties Doria would sell his
services and his galleys on almost any terms.
Prospero perfectly understood the malicious hope that Scipione
fostered. If Doria, being tempted, should succumb, and abandoning
the service of France to which he was pledged, pass over to the enemyy
he might win the immediate approval of the Genoese, but at the price
of the world's contempt; and once Genoa perceived this, Scipione
conceived it unlikely that Doria would count for much in the councils
of the Republic.
With the letter that contained all this, Prospero sought the Marquis
del Vasto, who was lodged in the Castel Nuoyo regally, as became a
consequence derived not only from his relationship with the great
Pescara, but from the intimacy in which he was held by Charles V.
Deep in the confidence of the Emperor, Alfonso d'Avalos was regarded
in Naples as more closely representing His Majesty than even the
Viceroy himself.
The young Marquis—he was, like the Emperor, in his twenty-
eighth year—darkly handsome of person and of easy courtly manners,
received his visitor with affability. Prospero went without preamble
to the matter that brought him.
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